Elizabeth Baron’s London Bombing Prediction Was
Buried By London Television Production Company

Elizabeth on the Palace Theatre Stage in October 2004 with the producers of Living Television.
Left to right, Chris Fleming, The Producer, Elizabeth, Gayle Porder and the Director.

Charleston, SC (PRWEB) July 7, 2005 -- Dead- Famous , The Paranormal Television Series,
first seen on UK’s Living Television, which describes itself as a “compelling and ground ride
across the U.S. as Gail Porter and Chris Fleming try to track down some of America’s most
famous spirits, was given information on today’s London bombings in October 2004 yet they
ignored it.

In October 2004, to help support their Houdini episode, the London based Production Company,
Twofour Broadcast, contacted Internationally Known Medium, Elizabeth Baron. While on the set
at the Palace Theatre in New York with Gail Porter and Chris Fleming, Elizabeth brought through
the spirit of Houdini and George M. Cohan. A nd while on camera, Houdini’s spirit told them that
there would be a great bombing in England. Unfortunately, it was not the sensationalized story
they were looking for. Thus, they omitted Elizabeth from the series in whole and buried what
could have been a very important warning to their own country, England.

“This show is playing with a serious topic called psychic phenomena and trying to entertain their
audience with the dead is no joking matter”, says Elizabeth.

As an immigrant from Hungary,

Harry Houdini was considered a person whose liberty and freedom was a sacred gift. So it was
not surprising that he gave this production company based in London a serious message about
the bombing that we saw in the news today.

Unfortunately, this information was not taken seriously. It was not surprising because the co-hosts
of the show, Gayle Porter describes herself as a “self confessed skeptic” and Christopher
Fleming describes himself as a “sensitive” able to detect paranormal events beyond the range of
the five senses. Porter and Fleming claim their mission “is to investigate the “Dead Famous””.

Elizabeth commented to say, “Their mission is obviously is just television hype; this is a real
tragedy for the people of London”.

Elizabeth Baron is considered to be the world’s most documented medium. Her reputation is far
reaching on an international scale working on exorcisms, crime, national issues, missing persons,
personal counseling and education. She has spent over 20 years on national radio and television
shows both as a guest and host. Elizabeth is best noted for her warning President Reagan about
his attempted assassination and more recently drawing the Beltway Snipers on National Radio.

For more information on Elizabeth Baron, please visit her website at www.elizabethbaron.com
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